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Rebecca Clarke (1886-1979)  

Sonata for Viola and Piano 

I. Impetuoso 

II. Vivace 

III. Adagio 

Rebecca Clarke, born in Harrow to a German mother and American father, studied composition with 

Sir Charles Villiers Stanford and viola with Lionel Tertis at the Royal College of Music. She became 

one of the first female professional orchestral musicians when she was selected for Henry Wood’s 

Queens’s Hall Orchestra in 1912, and subsequently began a performing career, forming the English 

Ensemble, a piano quartet that included the cellist May Mukle with whom she had previously 

toured. Clarke spent much of her later life in America; after leaving to stay with her brothers at the 

outbreak of World War II, she found herself unable to obtain a visa to return to Britain and sadly 

eventually took up a position as a governess in Connecticut, after a period of productive composing.  

Clarke’s compositions represent mainly chamber music written for herself to play with ensembles, 

and include a piano trio, string quartets and duos; however much of her work remains unpublished. 

The viola sonata was written in 1919 (the same year as Hindemith’s viola sonata Op. 11 no. 4), when 

Clarke was only 23, for a competition sponsored by her neighbour and arts patron, Elizabeth Sprague 

Coolidge. It achieved joint first place with Ernest Bloch’s Suite for Viola, earning what she herself 

called “my one brief whiff of fame” (even though the press at the time speculated that ‘Rebecca 

Clarke’ was a pseudonym used by Bloch).  Clarke’s style cuts across a range of twentieth century 

influences – Impressionism, Neo-classicism and most notably post Romanticism, perhaps reflecting 

the fact that she knew many leading composers of the day such as Bloch and Ravel. 

Clarke inscribes the viola sonata with a quotation from La Nuit de mai (1835) by the French poet 
Alfred de Musset, which she stated was to identify her work, but also sets the emotionally intense 
and spirited character of the work. 

Poète, prends ton luth; le vin de la 
jeunesse 
Fermente cette nuit dans les 
veines de Dieu. 

Poet, take up your lute; the wine 
of youth 
 is tonight fermenting in the veins 
of God. 

 



The Sonata for Viola and Piano shows the influences of other twentieth century composers clearly, 

with extended use of whole-tone scales and modes reminiscent of Debussy, Ravel-like 

impressionism and frequent Romantic tempo changes, creating a lush and intense sound world all 

Clarke’s own. The first movement, Impetuoso, begins with a brilliant, martial improvisatory solo from 

the viola which sets up the fiery character of the movement and the rising theme which will recur 

throughout the sonata. The piano joins at the poco agitato with a turbulent accompaniment to the 

viola’s rhapsodic melody which rises to a climax, before subsiding into a softer, more lyrical middle 

section. A recapitulation of the poco agitato chromatic section leads into an appassionato coda. 

The second movement, Vivace, is a spiky, playful Scherzo that makes use of extended viola and 

piano techniques: con sordino (muted viola), right and left hand pizzicato, false and natural 

harmonics, barriolage (a bowing technique where an open string is alternated with the same note 

stopped on the lower string) and piano glissando. The angular, interlocking lines, many of which are 

built on whole tone scales, build momentum until a flowing meno mosso section, before the tempo 

picks up again and accelerates into a return of the opening, with a humorous twist at the end.  

The appassionato third movement opens with a soulful, languorous melody first stated in the piano’s 

left hand and then taken up by the viola, with the texture building as piano and viola come together 

in unison before subsiding into stillness, the piano triplets like ripples on water with the viola floating 

ethereally above.  The mood then returns to one of heightened emotional intensity, with the 

opening melody repeated at the top of the viola’s range with dense piano accompaniment.  Another 

calmer section leads into a hushed return of the piano’s opening melody with viola tremolo sul 

ponticello (played right on the bridge of the instrument creating a breathy, metallic sound), which 

then transforms itself into the rising theme which started the sonata and is followed by material 

similar to the first movement. The tempo and momentum continue to build right the way to the end 

of the sonata, broken only by a brief pastoral section, until the piece ends in a jubilant elaboration of 

the opening theme. 
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Jessica Wyatt, Viola 

Jessica, 25, is a professional viola player based in Fife, Scotland and an alumna of the University of St 

Andrews. She recently graduated with Distinction from a Postgraduate Diploma in viola performance 

at the Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama in Glasgow (now the Royal Conservatoire of 

Scotland), where she studied with the Jane Atkins (principal viola, SCO). She was funded with the aid 

of a scholarship from the RSAMD Trust. 

Jessica was a member of the National Youth Orchestra of Great Britain aged 15, playing under 

conductors such as Sir Simon Rattle and Sir Colin Davis, and received her Dip.ABRSM with distinction 

in 2004. As a soloist, Jess has performed in masterclasses with Ilya Gringolts, the Edinburgh Quartet 

and Lucy Russell (Fitzwilliam Quartet), and recitals have included Schumann’s Marchenbuilder and 

Brahms F minor Sonata, both with Audrey Innes in the Younger Hall, St Andrews. In May 2010, 



Jessica performed the Stamitz Viola Concerto with the Heisenberg Ensemble in Holy Trinity Church, 

St Andrews. 

Jessica is a keen chamber musician and was a member of the St Andrews-based Rusalka Quartet for 

3 years, with which she performed recitals in St Andrews, and at functions in Queens College Oxford, 

The Byre Theatre, St Andrews, Aberdeen City Art Gallery, and Dunottar Castle. In summer 2010, she 

was invited to participate in the ‘Mendelssohn on Mull’ chamber music festival directed by Levon 

Chilingirian. At the RSAMD, Jessica was involved in concerts with conductors such as Christian 

Kluxen, David Watkin and Jessica Cottis, and was principal viola of the Stringfest ensemble directed 

by Jim Clarke. She also took part in chamber masterclasses with members of the Brodsky Quartet 

and Ursula Smith. In February 2011, Jessica performed with the Scottish Ensemble for their 2011 

‘Side by Side’ tour, including concerts at Perth Concert Hall, Caird Hall, Dundee and the Queen’s Hall, 

Edinburgh. Jessica is also an extra player with the RSNO and SCO.  

 

http://jessicawyatt.com/ 
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